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From 
Editor-in-Chief’s Desk

 Sustainability, in the context of our planet, became a very important issue during 
last three decades. It is considered very important to maintain balance between our resourc-
es, environment and liability. The uncontrolled utilization of resources and degradation in the 
level of liveability in the environment are creating such condition, that it is the threat to 
existence of human race. Therefore, sustainability is to be reviewed, considered and remedial 
measures taken to stop or reduce the degradation. In the context of built environment, the 
sustainable construction is the practice of creating structures and using processes that 
are environmentally responsive and resource efficient throughout building’s life cycle from 
planning to design, construction, operation and maintenance. In the context of sustain-
ability in construction, concepts include the protection of natural environment, choice 
of non-toxic materials, reduction and reuse of resources, waste minimization and the 
use of life cycle cost analysis. Sustainability can be defined based on energy, minimize 
resources, land use and bio-diversity. A sustainable construction aims at reducing health and 
environmental impacts caused by construction processes. The related issues are energy 
conservation, using minimum water and to have harmony with nature. New techniques 
of building construction are being researched and concept of green buildings has been 
developed. In western countries, there are advances in 3D printing technology which 
is very important and it should be used for construction, keeping in view, aesthetic, 
horticulture and environmental sustainability aspects.
 
 For our country the sustainability in building construction including external de-
velopment and facility development, is a very critical issue and needs attention. There-
fore, experts in this field were requested to give their papers, to cover different aspects of 
sustainability. It is heartening to note that in all eleven papers have been received.

(i) Shri A K Jain an eminent town planner with the credit for drafting master plan  
of Delhi and author of several books, in his paper has analysed and brought out 
that buildings in India account for 40% of energy use , 30% of raw material use, 
20% of water use and 20% of land. They generate 30% of solid waste, 20% of  
liquid waste and 24% of CO2 emissions. This clearly indicates that concept of  
sustainability should be applied to reduce use of resources as also waste and  
emissions.
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(ii) Shri Jit Kumar Gupta an eminent tower planner, and academician has brought  
out that for sustainability, planned development, compact city planning, proper 
infrastructure as per master plan and state of art technology are necessary.

(iii) Dr. KM Soni, an eminent civil engineer, has noted that there is continuous improvement 
in the foot print of green buildings. He has observed that due importance has not been 
given to building services. Details given by him show that there are several issues, which 
should be resolved.

(iv) Shri Deepak Narayana, past President IBC, an eminent civil engineer with 
more than fifty years experience, has given his findings about sustainability of 
landscape development. This field is generally not attended and he has exam-
ined it from sustainability angle. 

(v) Shri Rajendera Kumar Mehra, top level civil engineer from Madhya Pradesh, 
has analysed different dimensions of external development, from environmen-
tal consideration. He has deep knowledge and practical experience and issues 
brought out by him are important.

(vi) Ms. Usha Batra is holding top position in the Government and presently head-
ing the engineering and architectural units, responsible for construction and 
Maintenance of buildings. She has dealt the subject of sustainability by bring-
ing out six important dimensions. These are (a) minimize resources consumption (b) 
maximise resource reuse (c) use renewable/recyclable resources (d) protect the 
natural environment (e) create a healthy non-toxic environment and (f) pursue 
quality. 

(vii) Shri Deepak Gupta, a young professional is working in the field of quality man-
agement in construction. He has deep knowledge of ISO standards. He has explained 
sustain ability principles of ISO 9000:2015, as applicable to construction. He has advo-
cated for additive building construction, similar to additive manufacturing techniques. It 
will be possible to construct small commercial buildings and private habitats 
in 20 hours, with built-in plumbing and electrical facilities, in one continuous 
operation, by using large 3D printers. Our country has to take initiatives in this 
direction.

(viii) Dr. J Bhattarcharjee is an eminent civil engineer. He worked in the Govern-
ment and after superannuation, worked for consultancy services. Thereafter, 
he joined teaching profession and is presently working in a university. He has 
covered different aspects of sustainability. He has observed that sustainability 
is achieved by efficiently using energy, water and other resources, protecting 
health and improving productivity. He has also observed that reducing waste, 
pollution and environmental degradation are also to be considered.
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(ix) Shri P. S. Chadha is an eminent engineer. He was holding top position in Gov-
ernment and is having about fifty years of experiences. He has been associ-
ated with IBC for number of years. Shri Chadha has brought out an important 
aspect for sustainability related to major flood affected areas of the country. He 
has given a case study about work done in Japan to solve the flooding problem 
as also developing replenishing system for rivers during dry season. 

(x) Shri D. S. Sachdeva, was holding highest position in Government. He has been 
working with Indian Buildings Congress for imparting training to professionals. 
He has explained causes for inadequate sustainability. His paper deals with 
planning, design, construction, up- gradation, rehabilitation and preservation 
aspects. 

(xi) Shri V. Suresh is an eminent professional and superannuated form highest 
position in the Government. For last more than fifty years he has been con-
sistently working for profession. He is presently working for developing and 
propagating green building concept. His co-authors, Shri S. Srinivas, Shri M. 
Anand and Saurav Choudhary are also working for green buildings. They 
have described the Green building rating system and other related issues. 
The concepts of green city have been brought out in a perfect manner. 

             
               (
                K. B. Rajoria)
                Editor-in-Chief
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